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Thomas Chermack relates a wonderful story that highlights the pitfalls 
that come from seeking guidance from the wrong mental map. The story 
concerns the early Spanish explorers sailing to the west coast of North 
America.11 The explorers had two goals: first, to increase the wealth of the 
Spanish Crown by finding gold and laying claim to land; and second, to 
serve God by preaching the Word and converting natives to the Christian 
faith. The first ships reached what we now call the southern tip of the Baja 
California Peninsula as early as 1533.12 The explorers had cartographic skills 
and started drawing maps for future voyages that accounted for the inland 
waterway up the Baja.

By 1635, other explorers had had sailed far enough north to enter the 
Straits of Juan de Fuca and the upper Puget Sound. These cartographers 
also saw an inland waterway as far as the eye could see, and their maps 
reflected this reality. When the official mapmakers back in Spain connected 
the southern Baja Peninsula with the northern Puget Sound, the entire west 
coast, what they called California, appeared as an island. Figure 3.1 repro-
duces the Herman Moll map, a famous depiction of California as an island. 
This inaccurate map survived for another century, despite reports of a west 
coast firmly connected to the mainland. The map finally changed in 1747, 
when the Spanish king issued a royal edict that California was part of the 
mainland. It’s a humorous tale of geographic mishaps, but who really cares?

Figure 3.1 Herman Map of North America, 1712
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organization. ERM lays out a template to help strategy makers think and 
measure organization-wide.

SRM adoption leverages ERM architectural investments that promote 
breadth of competitive advantage. That’s a prime source of complementar-
ity. TRM and ERM provide important threat protection tools. SRM, because 
it considers future uncertainties, offers marginal additional protection. 
Instead, it opens a window in competitive advantage by capitalizing on 
change and forging links between uncertainty and value creation.

Figure 3.2 illustrates a productive, synergistic relationship. TRM and 
ERM concentrate efforts on value preservation, while SRM opens the door 
to value creation. On the left side of the chart are the various organizational 
mandates assumed by TRM/ERM: ensure compliance with existing rules 
and regulations, design systems to avoid risks and hazards when possible, 
and adequately mitigate or transfer known risks through insurance, hedges, 
or other financial instruments. The right-hand side outlines a different set of 
mechanisms and processes that arise through a shift toward SRM. Each of 
these elements allows an organization to frame, consider, and respond to 
new strategic uncertainties in their environment.

Embedding SRM in an existing risk management framework and lever-
aging complementarity doesn’t necessitate redundancy or overlap. As 
companies adopted ERM principles and built out programs, they usually 
housed ERM in audit, accounting, or finance, or they hired outside con-
sultants, often the large accounting firms, to help design and implement 
freestanding systems. The norms of accounting and finance meant a strong 
preoccupation with risks that could be predicted and estimated.

Figure 3.2:  How ERM and SRM create value
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to meet the homeowner and get the paperwork signed. Maybe the weather 
provides a conversation starter, but that’s about it. One level up in the pro-
cess, the policy underwriter cares more about the weather, particularly if 
the house sits in a higher-risk zone, perhaps in a floodplain or near a heavily 
wooded area.

At the top of the organization, the senior team responsible for the 
Allianz homeowners unit’s profit and loss has a very different view of the 
weather. Their views on atmospheric and environmental conditions over 
the medium term, such as the frequency and severity of wind, water, and 
fire exposures, will factor into actuarial projections, pricing decisions, and 
financial risk management strategies such as reinsurance. Ultimately, the 
long-run implications of weather and climate change matter to members 
of the Allianz Board of Management and its Supervisory Board. The uncer-
tainty regarding climate change, the impact of which may take decades or 
more to fully understand, will influence whether Allianz remains in the 
homeowners insurance market at all.

Figure 4.1 generalizes this logic.18 Individual contributors, functional 
specialists, and unit managers implement strategy. Their work generates 
the revenues and costs that in large part determine short-term profitability. 
These implementers generally focus on the current budget cycle and may 
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Figure 4.1:  The strategic uncertainty frontier
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aggressive?,” SRM should deeply probe uncertainties: How will long-term 
forces and exposures in the environment impact strategy? Which of those 
will threaten current advantages—or strengthen them? What new potential 
advantages might exist in future worlds? Table 4.1 captures these common 
interests between CRO and CSO and calibrates their perspectives, which we 
will amplify.

Where should we compete? CSOs seek to uncover markets that their 
firms can efficiently enter and exploit. Paradoxically, they also demand 
resource allocations—from capital investments to achieve scale to market-
ing efforts to build the brand—that raise the costs of entry. Entry decisions 
must make sense within a specified competitive context, defined by current 
technologies, customer demands, supply chains, and other elements. SRM 
addresses potential changes to that competitive context. For example, will 
political revolutions in the developing world endanger supply sources of 
critical inputs? How might the classification of a supply source as a conflict 
zone affect the firm’s ability to obtain and use precious metals inputs? What 
happens to the CSO’s dedicated investments when the context changes?

Why will we win with customers? Firms win by offering something 
different than their competitors, by operating at a lower cost basis, or 
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Table 4.1:  The Complementary Roles of the Chief Risk Officer and the Chief Strategy Officer
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Tactical risk managers focus on current risks, events, and exposures 
that can be predicted, rigorously modeled, and managed, minimized, or 
mitigated through traditional insurance, organizational processes, or pro-
grams. Important work? Certainly. Tactical risk managers have a much 
broader portfolio of interests than their compliance siblings; cybersecurity 
or safety arguably considers a larger scale and has a broader scope than 
does Title IX. They still live in the world of known knowns, and their focus 
lies squarely on today. The past provides a useful benchmark for assessing 
today’s risks. Managing tactical risks may involve short-term (one quarter) 
or medium-term (up to eight quarters) initiatives to better manage risk, but 
anything longer term falls into the fuzzy future. Our experience teaches us 
that the ERM team, as a component of the tactical risk management func-
tion, has a fairly broad portfolio, as they consider risks that span depart-
ments, functions, or products. Although they live in the known-unknowns 
quadrant, their to-do list and programmatic solutions rarely look further 
than eight quarters. The main focus for ERM professionals and their tactical 
risk management associates is on the here and now.

The strategic risk team, in contrast, has a wide-ranging portfolio of con-
cerns, and their focus may begin—and we emphasize may—eight quarters 
out, but SRM teams should focus on and frame issues of importance that are 
between twelve and forty quarters in the future. Such a long time horizon 

Figure 5.1:  SRM and the Risk Management Function
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ECONOMIC
Land is a physical asset that costs a lot to develop, and the realities of drain-
ing swampland, redirecting water, building a power grid, and laying roads all 
require tremendous amounts of capital. These necessities precede the equally 
intensive, commercially valuable work of attraction, hotel, and restaurant 
construction. It takes a long time and large amounts of capital investment to 
develop large tracts, and the value added by development drives up the market 
price of that land. Two decades after its purchase, the market value of Disney’s 
Florida property acted like blood in the water that attracted takeover sharks.

SOCIAL
The social force helps to explain the failure of Apple’s Newton and the eventual 
success of the Palm, BlackBerry, and iPhone. One perspective saw the Newton 
as just another failed toy for technophiles and the rich. From another perspec-
tive, however, it represented a first foray into an increasingly important demo-
graphic: people “native” to technological gadgets, for whom mobile computers 
create tremendous value. Newton hoped to, but could not, satisfy a clear con-
sumer preference for mobility and miniaturization in electronic devices, a pref-
erence that the Sony Walkman had shown to be quite robust in the late 1980s. 
Palm and BlackBerry solved the key technological problems, both exposing 
and exploiting the latent demand for untethered computing.
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quadrants is the first task and proceeds according the underlying forces 
moving each weak signal. Signals driven by a single PEST force lie directly 
along the dotted axis. Risks arising equally from two PEST forces are plotted 
on the solid axis that separates those two forces. (Note that if the forces were 
political and social, the target is simply redrawn to create an adjacency.) 
The location might move over time, but the PEST forces provide a baseline 
to track evolutionary progress or revolutionary pivots.

Next, situating risks temporally differentiates the strategic uncertainty 
map from traditional risk management tools. It enables analysts to capture 
the three-dimensional maturity of strategic risk: over time, from weak and 
uncertain signal to strong, and differentiated between likely risk or opportu-
nity. A simple rule of thumb controls the placement of signals into the time 
horizon—the weaker the signal, the greater the uncertainty and the longer 
the runway until a threat or opportunity emerges. The first appearance of a 
new signal sends it to the outer band. A second occurrence of an intermit-
tent signal captures initial maturation and the signal moves inward. When 
fully expressed risks reach the inner circle, ownership of the emerging risk 
transfers to specific line managers, who develop response plans.

Figure 5.2:  The Strategic Uncertainty Map
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The Tools of SRM

Scenario planning, wargaming, and the Risk Ownership Map build upon 
the core premises of this book. Uncertainty, or the inability to create 

probabilities and point forecasts, characterizes strategic risk and requires 
analytical tools fit for purpose to assess, evaluate, and plan for strategic 
risk. These devices aren’t designed to bring critical uncertainties to reso-
lution. Rather, they inform the SRM analysts and decision makers who 
explore potential development trajectories and implications for possible 
futures. In turn, risk-informed decision making enables the type of effective 
SRM that narrows the strategy–execution gap.

Let’s begin with a straw man example to illustrate the need for differ-
ent tools, using the stock-in-trade risk management heat map. Heat maps 
are two-dimensional rectangles in which the probability of a risk exposure 
or event and its potential financial impact define the axes. A typical map, as 
shown in figure 6.1, marks the axes by qualitative measures (low, medium, 
high), although some maps use actual probability or dollar ranges. The shift 
from light to medium to dark grey demarcate increasing degrees of risk and 
suggest appropriate management responses. The three colors of the traf-
fic semaphore, green, yellow, and red, demarcate increasing degrees of risk 
and suggest the appropriate management response. Decision makers can 

Figure 6.1:  A Traditional Risk Managment Heat Map
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STEP 4: IDENTIFY TRIGGERS AND P OTENTIAL INVESTMENTS
With four different futures now in view, the final element of scenario planning 
involves identifying signs and signals that indicate which version of the future 
will become reality and determining initial investments to prepare for an 
uncertain future. For example, how could Intel planners know whether mobile 
devices would become complements or substitutes for desktop machines? 
What early investments would pay dividends regardless of the final future of 
mobile devices?

Overall sales of specific products like the Newton or Palm provide one 
identification metric. After a certain point, the tech enthusiast market 
becomes saturated and more mainstream users, albeit still early adopt-
ers, convert to the platform. Development of an ecosystem also signals 
clarity about the future. When software vendors begin developing appli-
cations such as a mobile version of Microsoft Office, or cellular con-
nectivity tools emerge that allow users to perform more sophisticated 
tasks, then analysts foresee a future in which mobile substitutes for the 
PC. Once the team defines these key identifiers, they design appropriate 
deep data collection and monitoring protocols to spot early convergence 
toward one particular future.

Planners and decision makers need to think in terms of platform 
investments—spending that provides the company with knowledge and 

Figure 6.2:  Potential Scenarios in Mobile Computing, ca 1996–8
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SRM could have prevented point forecasts that were, as Otellini claimed, 
one hundred times in error. Intel might have been the industry standout in 
mobile, just as it dominated the desktop.

Leaders should engage in wargames each time a weak signal becomes 
stronger or converges toward a predictable trajectory. As signals mature, 
interest shifts away from the original PEST drivers and causes and toward 
expected functional or business units impacts. The final tool in our kit, the 
Risk Ownership Map, guides the SRM team and senior leaders to make this 
transition and begin active response planning.

The Risk Ownership Map
Wargames help executive teams understand how their organization might 
respond to a concrete future. Schelling found that the participants in his 
wargames learned important lessons in these new worlds, chief among them 
was to prepare for potential futures. After the SRM team leads organization 
leaders through a series of wargames, which should expose flaws in their cur-
rent response patterns, the Risk Ownership Map becomes an attractive tool to 
plan for a better future. Figure 6.3 displays the map.

Figure 6.3:  The Risk Ownership Map
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the auto industry stands on the precipice of major, disruptive transforma-
tion, one likely to again reshape life and societies. Three independent but 
interrelated changes seem primed to propel the industry over the cliff and 
into new, uncharted territory. In terms of the PEST framework essential to 
SRM, one change is technological, one is a combination of technological 
and social elements, and the third is economic.

Change number one, the development of autonomous, or self-driving, 
vehicles, arose from the natural momentum of technological progress, driven 
in no small measure by Moore’s Law. Growth of ridesharing services, the 
second change, was spawned by advances in software and wireless connec-
tivity and offers a powerful business model to meet people’s transportation-
related jobs to be done. The rise of the electric vehicle, change three, has 
returned an old technology to prominence. Its deployment now waits for cost 
competitiveness between battery- and gasoline-powered cars and trucks.

Each change represents a very real threat but also a tremendous oppor-
tunity for companies throughout the economy. Figure 7.1 shows the poten-
tial impact of autonomous vehicles. The inner circle contains industries 
disrupted first, and the outer band captures some of the ripple effects on the 

Figure 7.1:  The Impact of Changes in the Automobile
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could have chosen not to tackle the IBM culture head-on, I probably 
wouldn’t have. My bias coming in was toward strategy, analysis and mea-
surement. In comparison, changing the attitude and behaviors of hun-
dreds of thousands of people is very, very hard. [Yet] I came to see in my 
time at IBM that culture isn’t just one aspect of the game—it is the game.”15 
We agree with Gerstner on the vital role of corporate culture and how truly 
demanding is the work to move it in a different direction. We would add 
that sustainable cultural change requires the foundation of the soft square 
to be reinforced by the mechanisms of the hard triangle. All seven Ss must 
line up for change to stick.

With the 7-S framework in hand, we now have the tools to talk meaning-
fully and sensibly about how executives can create a culture that embraces 
SRM. We’ll first consider certain actions that will move the process forward.

Creating Cultural Alignment
Chapters 3 and 4 featured organizations that, even with strong ERM programs, 
could not prevent disaster. MF Global established a state-of-the-art ERM struc-
ture that didn’t align with, and in fact ran counter to, the leadership style of 
celebrity CEO Jon Corzine. Our belief is that if culture eats strategy for break-
fast, then style eats structure for lunch. Wells Fargo survived the 2008 financial 

Figure 8.1:  The 7 S Model
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planning session). Unless the organization’s culture and communication 
systems support this type of knowledge asymmetry, the default response—
don’t share information—kicks in. It’s a recipe for strategic risk–laden weak 
signals to get discarded before they even move into communication chan-
nels. Effective SRM requires jumping both the rational and emotional hur-
dles that drive uncertainty absorption.

Our final tool, the Risk Reporting Matrix, provides the board, senior 
leaders, the SRM team, and middle managers throughout the organization 
with a template for clearly, comprehensively, and concisely sharing vital 
information about emerging strategic risks. Indeed, since communications 
with the board in particular may be limited to thirty or forty-five minutes 
per quarter, the ability to cut to the chase is gold. The matrix offers all par-
ticipants a structured, stylized process that focuses on weak signals and 
emerging strategic risks—the rational challenge—and accepts the premise 
that those sharing information know more than those receiving it—the emo-
tional one. Figure 8.2 displays the Risk Reporting Matrix.

The matrix crafts communications that serve diverse audiences, each 
with their own needs and concerns, which correspond to their respec-
tive decision portfolios. It frames both vertical communication to the 
board and senior leaders and horizontal interactions between the SRM 
team and managers in the business units. Directors are supplied with the 
information that assists them in performing their fiduciary and legal risk 

Figure 8.2:  The Strategic Risk Reporting Matrix
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structure their long-term investment strategies around a clear set of pri-
orities and values. The Company Diamond, a strategy tool developed by 
Paul Godfrey, offers a visual framework to think about how companies 
create value (figure A.1).

Activities
Activities sit at the top of the diamond; they create and deliver actual value to 
customers. Disney wins with customers, primarily, by doing an important emo-
tional job for customers: making them feel good. Customers feel good because 
of what Disney employees and systems do every day, from creating the illu-
sion of life in cartooning, to the training of cast members playing Cinderella 
or Mickey Mouse at Disneyland, to designing software code that runs Kingdom 
Hearts (a top-rated Disney video game). Activities have two key characteristics: 
they create value by “touching” the customer, and they fit together to deliver 
value in that customer touch.

Figure A.1 The Company Diamond
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movies). The move to television brought the sight and sound of Disney enter-
tainment into the home. Disneyland provided visitors with an immersive des-
tination experience featuring sight, smell, sound, taste, and touch.

Figure A.2 illustrates the diff erence between the industry and job-to-
be-done answers to the “Where to compete” question. The top line in the 
graph shows the industries in which Disney competes. Disney not only com-
petes in a variety of industries but also appears to compete in entirely dif-
ferent sectors of the economy, as defi ned in the North American Industrial 
Classifi cation System: Gift, Novelty, and Souvenir Stores; Motion Picture 
and Video Production; Educational Support Services; Amusement and 
Theme Parks; Hotels and Motels; and Full-Service Restaurants.

The job-to-be-done view, however, portrays Disney as a company with 
a clear focus and value proposition. “Disney magic”—the product or ser-
vice that customers “hire” for their entertainment jobs—sits at the center 

Figure A.2 Where Disney Competes
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or focus group data, help managers understand the impact of actions on the 
brand. Table B.2 provides some examples of qualitative risk appetite state-
ments around brand.

Both key performance indicators and key risk indicators will vary by 
industry, corporate culture, and quantification capabilities, but they should 
always provide a consistent and comprehensive description of the firm’s 
risk-bearing capacity, and these guidelines will need to be adapted to fit the 
pillars of each company’s core competitive advantages.

Risk	Scenario
Quantitative	Key	Performance	
Indicator

Quantitative	Key	Risk	Indicator

Loss exposure that threatens cash 
flow for R & D

Loss exposure to pretax operating 
should range from $10 million to 
$60 million

Sales declines of greater than 4% 
in any given quarter.

Scale and scope Five major sales customers for 
each line of business

A single customer will account for 
no more than 10% of total sales

Environmental sustainability Reduce energy usage by 40% Energy costs increase by 5%

Table B.1:  Quantitative Dimensions of Risk Appetite

Risk	Scenario
Qualitative	Key	Performance	
Indicators

Qualitative	Key	Risk	Indicators

Brand equity Customer focus group results 
indicate strong emotional connec-
tion with the brand

Delays in product shipments or 
stock-outs during critical sales 
windows

Brand proliferation Customers understand brand 
extensions and logic

New products create confusion 
and dissipate brand messages in 
focus group participants

Brand crises Public relations or media coverage 
negative of the brand

Internal training and public 
relations proactivity and timing 
around negative events

Table B.2:  Qualitative Dimensions of Risk Appetite
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Environmental sustainability Reduce energy usage by 40% Energy costs increase by 5%

Table B.1:  Quantitative Dimensions of Risk Appetite

Risk	Scenario
Qualitative	Key	Performance	
Indicators

Qualitative	Key	Risk	Indicators

Brand equity Customer focus group results 
indicate strong emotional connec-
tion with the brand

Delays in product shipments or 
stock-outs during critical sales 
windows

Brand proliferation Customers understand brand 
extensions and logic

New products create confusion 
and dissipate brand messages in 
focus group participants

Brand crises Public relations or media coverage 
negative of the brand

Internal training and public 
relations proactivity and timing 
around negative events

Table B.2:  Qualitative Dimensions of Risk Appetite




